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 GameZone: GameZone Home : If you are wondering whether or not to buy a cheap PC or to buy a powerful gaming PC, there
are plenty of. GameZone: Gamestations Home : GameStations is a PC Gaming peripheral company that is founded by John
Walker.The Progressive Democrat Newsletter grew out of the frustration of the 2004 election. Originally intended for New
York City progressives and those interested in national politics, the Newsletter has since grown to cover issues important to

Progressives across the country. Thursday, July 14, 2012 Obama doesn't get it Barack Obama really doesn't get it PATERSON,
N.J. -- The question I was asked during the daylong Democratic presidential forum here last week was straightforward: Will the
American people support a president who cannot be bothered to show up for a meeting at the White House? The answer is yes.
By no means was I referring to President Obama, who showed up by video teleconference and put in a good amount of work. I
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was referring to the body of American people who are tired of the relentless arrogance that has become the norm in
Washington. I am not in the grip of Clinton nostalgia. It was the former president’s actions, not his words, that gave me pause.

Clinton was an extraordinarily talented politician with a skill set that exceeded his grasp. In his mind, there was no such thing as
a messy problem, only opportunities for big-picture solutions. In his warped philosophy, too much thinking and not enough

action is a vice. Clinton may have been enormously gifted in the political arena, but that does not excuse his hypocrisy on the
issues that matter most to Democrats. His actions--and this goes beyond just ducking an obligation to host a meeting with the
Congressional Black Caucus--leave him with a stain that will not easily wash away. The Democratic forum, organized by The
Huffington Post and moderated by MSNBC's Chris Matthews, gave Clinton ample opportunity to recant his multiple instances

of lying and other misleading statements on everything from the deadly fuses on smart bombs to his hasty-moving and incorrect
assessments of the events in Benghazi, Libya. But the former president only gave answers that he knew would not please the
members of the audience and only regurgitated the same platitudes that have served him well for nearly two decades. Clinton

also had the chance to shed light on his sordid private dealings. A video taken from the NBC recording 82157476af
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